Search engines crawl and index webpages depending upon their informative content. However, webpages -especially dynamically generated ones -contain items that cannot be classified as the "primary content", e.g., navigation sidebars, advertisements, copyright notices, etc. Most end-users search for the primary content, and largely do not seek the non-informative content. A tool that assists an end-user or application to search and process information from webpages automatically, must separate the "primary content blocks" from the other blocks. In this paper, two new algorithms, ContentExtractor, and FeatureExtractor are proposed. The algorithms identify primary content blocks by i) looking for blocks that do not occur a large number of times across webpages and ii) looking for blocks with desired features respectively. They identify the primary content blocks with high precision and recall, reduce the storage requirement for search engines, result in smaller indexes and thereby faster search times, and better user satisfaction. While operating on several thousand webpages obtained from 11 news websites, our algorithms significantly outperform the Entropy-based algorithm proposed by Lin and Ho [7] in both accuracy and run-time.
INTRODUCTION
Search engines crawl the World-Wide Web to collect webpages. These pages are stored and indexed. An end-user who performs a search using a search engine is interested in the primary informative content of the webpage. However, Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. a substantial part of webpages -especially those that are created dynamically -is content that cannot be classified as the primary informative content of the webpage. These blocks are not relevant to the main content of the page and are seldom sought by the users of the website. We refer to such blocks as non-content blocks. Non-content blocks are very common in dynamically generated webpages. Typically such blocks contain advertisements, image-maps, plug-ins, logos, counters, search boxes, category information, navigational links, related links, footers and headers, and copyright information.
Before the content from a webpage can be used, it must be subdivided into smaller semantically-homogeneous components based on their content. We refer to such components as blocks in the rest of the paper. A block (or webpage block) B is a portion of a webpage enclosed within an opentag and its matching close-tag, where the open and close tags belong to an ordered tag-set T that includes tags like <TR>, <P>, <HR>, and <UL>. Figure 1 , shows a webpage obtained from CNN's website 1 and the blocks in that webpage. In this paper, we address the problem of identifying the primary informative content blocks of a webpage (e.g., in the figure, the text block containing the news is the primary content block).
An added advantage of identifying blocks in webpages is that if the user does not require the non-content blocks or requires only a few non-content blocks, we can delete the rest of the blocks. This contraction is useful in situations where large parts of the web are crawled, indexed and stored. Since the non-content blocks are often a significant part of dynamically generated webpages, eliminating them results in significant savings with respect to storage and indexing.
We propose simple yet powerful algorithms, called ContentExtractor and FeatureExtractor, to identify and separate content blocks from non-content blocks. We have characterized different types of blocks based on the different features they possess. FeatureExtractor is based on this characterization and uses heuristics based on the occurrence of certain features to identify content blocks. ContentExtractor identifies non-content blocks based on the appearance of the same block in multiple webpages.
First, the algorithms partition the webpage into blocks based on heuristics. Lin and Ho [7] have proposed an entropybased algorithm that partitions a webpage into blocks on the basis of HTML tables. In contrast, not only do we consider HTML tables, but also other tags and use heuristics to parti- tion a webpage. Second, our algorithms classifies each block as either a content block or a non-content block. While the algorithm decides whether a block, B, is content or not, it also compares B with stored blocks to determine whether B is similar to a stored block. If B already exists in the repository, a second copy is not stored; instead a pointer to the stored block identical to B is retained.
Both FeatureExtractor and ContentExtractor produce excellent precision and recall values and above all, do not use any manual input and require no complex machine learning process. While operating on several thousand webpages obtained from 11 news websites, our algorithms significantly outperform the Entropy-based blocking algorithm proposed by Lin and Ho [7] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we have discussed the related work. We describe our algorithms in Section 3. We outline our performance evaluation plan and the data set on which we ran our experiments in Section 4. Then, we compare our algorithms with the LH algorithm in Section 5 and conclude thereafter.
RELATED WORK
Our work is closely related to the work by Lin and Ho [7] . We have implemented their algorithm and show that the simpler algorithms that we propose outperforms them with respect to accuracy and scalability. Yi and Liu [10, 8] have proposed an algorithm for identifying non-content blocks (the refer to it as "noisy" blocks) of webpages. Their algorithm is based on constructing "Style Tree"s and constructing entropies of blocks. Our algorithms use simple heuristics to determine non-content blocks, it does not incur the overhead of constructing "Style Tree"s and hence outperforms their algorithm in runtime, but achieves comparable accuracy for the experimental set we used. Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan [1] have proposed a method to identify frequent templates of webpages and pagelets (identical to our blocks). Yi and Liu argue that their entropy-based method supersedes the template identification method. We show that our method produces better result than the entropybased method. Kushmerick [6, 5] has proposed a featurebased method that identifies internet advertisements in a web-page. This method is designed only to remove advertisements, requires training sets and manual procedures to specify the feature selection. Our approach does not require any manual training. Other related works include [3, 4, 2, 9] , which have tried to extract information that originally came from databases.
ALGORITHMS
We now discuss the two algorithms ContentExtractor and FeatureExtractor
ContentExtractor
The ContentExtractor algorithm, shown in Algorithm 1 eliminates blocks depending upon the inverse block-document frequency, IBDF , of a block. The inverse block-document frequency, IBDF , is inversely proportional to the number of documents in which a block occurs or has a similar block. Blocks that are similar to blocks occurring in multiple pages in the same domain, e.g. blocks that occur in multiple pages at cnn.com, are identified as redundant blocks. Blocks that occur only in one page are identified as content-blocks. If S is a set of Web pages of the same class, i.e., obtained from the same source. Then S = {P1, P2, P3, . . . PM }.
Let us assume IBDF
i represents the IBDF of a block Bi in a set of pages S. Typically, the set S consists of similar pages from the same source. IBDF i is inversely proportional to the number of webpages the block Bi occurs in. Then
where
f denotes a function, usually linear or log function. The function sim(Bi, B k ) is a similarity measure of the two blocks. An expert provides the threshold . Given two blocks, the similarity measure, sim, returns the cosine between their block feature vectors. Examples of features are: the number of terms, the number of images, the number of java-scripts, etc. However, for text blocks, simply taking the number of terms in the block may result in falsely identifying two blocks as similar. Therefore, we augment the features by adding a binary feature for each term in the corpus of documents. If a feature occurs in a block, the entry in the corresponding feature vector is a one, otherwise it is zero. We used a threshold value of = 0.9. That is, if the similarity measure is greater than the threshold value, then the two blocks are accepted as identical.
FeatureExtractor
The FeatureExtractor algorithm, shown in Algorithm 2, is invoked to identify blocks with a set of desired features. Within the set of chosen blocks we sort the blocks again according to their probability values, and chose the winner block.
The pseudo-code for the FeatureExtractor algorithm is shown below.
EVALUATION PLAN
We implemented and compared our algorithm with LH, the entropy-based algorithm, proposed by Lin and Ho [7] . They use the terms precision and recall to refer to the metrics to evaluate their algorithm. Although, the use of these terms are somewhat different from their usual sense in the "Information Retrieval" field, in order to avoid confusion, we use the same terms to refer to the evaluation metrics of our work.
Metric Used
Precision is defined as the ratio of the number of relevant items (actual primary content blocks) r found and the total number of items (primary content blocks suggested by an algorithm) t found. P recision = 
Data Set
Like Lin and Ho, we chose several websites from the news domain. We crawled the web for news articles and other types of websites to collect documents. The details (name, source, category, number) of the dataset are shown in Table  1 .
We took 15 different news websites whose design and pagelayouts are completely different. Unlike Lin and Ho's dataset [7] that is obtained from one fixed category of news sections (only one of them is "Miscellaneous" news from CDN), we took random news pages from every section of a particular website. This choice makes the dataset a good mix of a wide variety of HTML layouts. This step was necessary to compare the robustness of their algorithm to ours.
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
We implemented all three algorithms in Perl 5.8.0 on a Pentium-based Linux platform. With the help of a few graduate students and professors, we calculated the precision and recall values for each website and layout category for text feature. These values are shown in table 2.
Our algorithms outperform LH in all news sites in all categories. The recall is always good since both algorithms could find most relevant blocks but the results obtained by running the LH algorithm were less precise than those obtained by ContentExtractor since the former algorithm also includes lots of other non-content blocks. 
Precision and Recall
{Update Recalculates IBDF} { If IBDF value above threshold we will produce the output } for each bij ∈ MBD do if IBDFi > θ then Output the content of the block end Function: GetBlockSet Input : HTML page H, Sorted tag-set T Output : Set of Blocks in H begin B ←− H; // set of blocks, initially set to H. We compare the features of all three algorithms in Table  3 . Here in table 3 we present a comparison table for the features of both algorithms.
Execution Time

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We devised simple, yet powerful, and modular algorithms, to identify primary content blocks from webpages. Our algorithms outperformed the LH algorithm significantly, in precision as well as run-time, without the use of any complex learning technique. The FeatureExtractor algorithm, provided a feature, can identify the primary content block with respect to that feature. The ContentExtractor algorithm detects redundant blocks based on the occurrence of the same 
